
PLEASE JOIN IDAHO BLACK BEAR REHAB ON MAY 1, 2014
FOR IDAHO GIVES

2014 SECOND CHANCE AT FREEDOM CAMPAIGN

http://idahogives.razoo.com/story/Second-Chance-At-Freedom

We kindly ask the community and all IBBR supporters to join IBBR
May 1, 2014 (Thursday) for Idaho Gives - 2014 Second Chance at
Freedom Campaign.  Please share this with everyone you know. 
Speak out to help bears and let people know why you support
IBBR, why the work of saving these bears matters.  Let them
know the value and importance of continuing bear rehab and why
it’s important to appreciate, protect, and save each bear we can. 
Share on Facebook, Twitter, all social media, and send e-mails to
your friends, families, and co-workers.  Help spread the word.

While the intent of IDAHO GIVES is for citizens of Idaho to donate
and support Idaho non-profit organizations, everyone regardless
of where they live can participate and support IBBR in our efforts
to save bears and make their world a better place.

AWARD POOL & DONOR APPRECIATION AWARDS

Thanks to the many Idaho sponsors, there is an award pool of $48,000 that will be distributed to non-profits based
on the largest number of donors for small, medium, and large non-profits.  You donation can increase our chances of
receiving part of the award pool.  In honor of the thousands of donors who make Idaho Gives a success, every 500th

donation will be boosted by a $250 prize given to the non-profit receiving that donation.  Your support on May 1 can
add even more funds to help IBBR.  

Your support goes beyond the rehab activities and enables us to work harder to offer future generations of bears a
better chance of survival, hope for a life of freedom, and the opportunity to get help from a rehab program when
needed.  Funding and donations contributes to all of that - a better world for bears everywhere beyond just the rehab
program and helping individual bears in need at the moment.  For each of our rehab bears, we also hope our actions
will provide them with a world in which they can thrive when released and decrease the many challenges they face.

Thank you to all IBBR’s supporter for caring about the bears
and helping us to save them.  ALL of YOU are really the
heroes as we couldn’t do what we do without you.  While we
may do the physical work, each of you participates in giving
them a Second Chance at Freedom by caring about them,
speaking out, and supporting IBBR’s efforts to make a
difference for all bears in need.  When the bears step out of
the carrier to freedom once again, know you are right there
with them.  While Idaho Gives 2014 Second Chance at

Freedom is a celebration of giving, what greater gift can the bears give back than letting all of us be a part of that
moment and share in their joy and celebration of being free again.

Idaho Black Bear Rehab, Inc.
6097 Arney Lane * Garden City, Idaho 83714 USA

Facebook * E-mail: info@bearrehab.org
Website: www.bearrehab.org

IBBR is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) Organization
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